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I just came back from EXPO in Germany, during I was in EXPO of 
Germany, daily life in the busy and tight pace there, and I always thought how I 
should do to provide physical and mental relaxation after I am off duty.  I think 
it’s a good idea that to make green by planting my home with plants for 
relaxing…… 
 
Living room 
    I’m proud to show you my GrowWalls which are products of OPCOM Farm 
in my living room.  I’ve planted some mints and basils in my GrowWalls.  A 
thick growth of mints and basils covered my GrowWalls because of water 
recycle and adjustable LED lights provided from my GrowWalls.  The 
thick growth of mints and basils may be as a nursery garden for providing 
some nursery to plant my house. 
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Gym	
	 	 During I do some exercises in my gym, an idea came into my head suddenly.  
How enjoy happiness and wonderful life is while I do exercises and breathe 
fresh air released from the fresh plants.  Therefore, I transplant some mints 
and basils from my GrowWalls disposed in the living room to an O2-Light 
disposed in my gym.	
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Everyone loves Feng Shui!!!! 
    Mints and basils which are planted and receive enough LED lights and 
water recycle of the O2-Light disposed in my gym grow very fast and have long 
size.  I design mints as an herb fall in front side of my O2-Light and basils as a 
basil wall in back side of my O2-Light to form a Feng Shui pattern that 
everyone loves, it means that the water (money) is coming my home and a 
mountain (storehouse) is receiving and saving.  Most Feng Shui enthusiasts 
know that it is favorable if a house is backed by a hill or higher land and faces 
water (e.g. lake) or a lower terrain.  Such a configurable is good for money, 
relationship and health luck. 

	
Good	Health,	Good	taste,	Good	Luck!!!! 
	



    After exercises, it’s my tea time.  I often cut one or two branches of mints 
for my tea and eat salad with basils for enhance the taste, good health, good 
taste and good luck!!!! 
 


